WHERE ALMA MATTERS!

SSIM believes and has a very strong culture in building and sustaining relationships with students and thus has a very good connect with the Alma Matter because they Matter! In 2019, SSIM will be celebrating annual Alumni Meet in December along with 27th Year Celebrations of SSIM! SSIM is proud to have a rich repository of more than 5,000+ alumni who are well placed across the globe and leaders in diverse fields of endeavour! From time to time, these precious Alumni visit the campus and give priceless guidance to the current students with latest trends in the industry and job markets! This further serves to strengthen the placement body of SSIM leading to many pre-placement offers even before students finish their course! This kind of strong Alma Connect is unprecedented and hard to match!

5,000+ Well Placed Alumni

Alumni are a very important resource of any university and at SSIM we are proud to have a huge network of over 5,000 alumni who are well placed at various capacities across industries both domestically and abroad. They have risen to high ranks and hold excellent positions in reputed companies.

We strive to engage with our alumni in various ways. They are invited to interact with students to motivate them about careers or to deliver guest lectures on topics of their expertise. They are consulted with regards to suggestions of industry specific workshops to hone our students’ skills. They also become alumni mentors to our students, thus providing them with first-hand knowledge and experienced advice along with a platform for networking. They are invited to sit on panels to conduct SIP viva and/or judge SIP report and become a part of our Board of Governors. We also maintain relationships with them by organizing annual meets on campus.
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DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI

Meet proud SSIM Alumni who have made a mark! SSIM recognizes them for their outstanding achievements in their chosen field, created an impact and making SSIM proud!

ALUMNI SPEAK

Proud and Dynamic SSIMites shares their stories of their Journey with SSIM and beyond!

ALUMNI NEWSLETTER

SSIM Alumni newsletter is published quarterly and features exciting and latest news from campus, faculty research, and upcoming alumni events and opportunities.

ALUMNI PUBLICATION

In Focus, the SSIM Alumni Newsletter is published three times a year by the office of Alumni and Corporate Relations in conjunction with the Placement Cell. There is now a sizable diaspora of SSIM graduates spread across the country, indeed the world, people who have in one way or another made us proud of their accomplishments. This newsletter is designed to celebrate the success stories of our alumni and also to provide a snapshot of the campus events to keep our alumni connected. The newsletter will keep its alumni updated not only on the educational, cultural and sports activities of the Institute but also will bring the latest management insights from our faculty members.

Ranking and Rewards

Over 27 years of its glorious journey, SSIM has won many ranks and rewards.

- Ranked 1st among private B-schools in Telangana as per CSR-GHRDC Survey, 2019.
- Ranked 13th among private B-schools in south India as per THE WEEK B-SCHOOL Survey, 2019.
- Ranked 50th among private B-schools in India as per CSR-GHRDC B-school survey, 2019.

Awards:

- Awarded as “WORLD’S GREATEST BRAND 2018-19” by United Research Service, chosen by consumers and Industry ASIA ONE, Dubai.
- Smt. Aarthi Sampathy, The President of SSIM, has been awarded WORLD’S “GREATEST LEADERS 2018-19” by United Research Service, Chosen by consumers and Industry ASIA ONE, Dubai.
**EVENTS HAPPENED SO FAR...**

Siva Sivani strongly believes in motivating the students to become leaders by giving them ample opportunities to explore what they have within them. In order to provide such opportunities Siva Sivani has designed various Extra Curricular Activities to enable the students to understand the importance of coordination, teamwork, group dynamics, oneness etc. The programmes are detailed as follows:

**SPANDANA – A spontaneous Response (Freshers’ Party)**
The institute strongly believes in inter personal relations and teamwork in order to give a feeling of oneness to the freshers. The seniors conduct ‘Spandana’ to fondly and formally welcome their Juniors into the family of Siva Sivani. Various competitions are held and a panel of judges select and award the titles - Mr. and Miss SPANDANA.

Date: 21st September, 2019

**SNATAK - The Annual Convocation**
During this occasion Diplomas, Medals and Cash awards are presented to the graduating students.
Date: 22nd Convocation, 2019

**TRADITIONAL DAY**
This occasion celebrates the diversity in the campus by dressing up in traditional attires and grooving to traditional beats.
Date: 6th August, 2019

**CASE CONFERENCE**
SSIM for the first time in its history has held 1st International case conference 2019, “Management Excellence in VUCA World”.
Date: 28th September, 2019

**IMMERSION PROGRAM**
Students of SSIM have a great exposure to International markets. They are sent to different international destinations to gain practical knowledge.
UPCOMING EVENTS

SNEHA - The Alumni Meet of SSIM
We at Siva Sivani strongly believe that the Alumni Association has a greater role to play in the developmental activities of the Institute. To strengthen our relationship with the former students of our Institute, we conduct various activities and invite them to our campus. This gives a feeling to every Alumni of SSIM that they are still a part of the SSIM family.

Date: 21st December, 2019

SAMAROH - National & International Seminars
National & International Seminars are organised every year on contemporary themes by inviting representatives from industry and academia from across the country and abroad for deliberations.

SMRITI - Farewell Party
A Fond Remembrance (Farewell Party) Meeting and parting is a way of life. In order to express their feelings and the unwritten bonding between the Seniors and the Juniors, the Juniors bid a grand Farewell to the Seniors in the 6th trimester. Various activities are organised to strengthen this bond even after they leave the portals of this Institution.